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Year F 



 

 

 

Writing 

 



The fairies buzzed around Raz, drying him with the wind from 

their fluttering wings. Lily said, “We have never met a 

rainbow dragon! You have beautiful colours!”  

Raz said, “I think I need to learn how to swim!” 

Winston replied, “I will teach you to swim if you can teach 

me to fly!” 

The fairies said, “Water Dragons can’t fly, Winston!” 

Winston sighed. “I have always wanted to fly,” he said sadly. 

What do you think could happen next in this story? Can 

Winston teach Raz how to swim? Do you think Raz could 

teach Winston to fly? How could that happen? 

Write an ending for Raz and The Enchanted Forest in your 

workbook and post a photo! Add a picture of your ideas! 

Writing - Tuesday



 

Reading 
& MSL 

(Spelling) 
 



Reading Monday 14th 

 



Reading Monday 14th 
 



A Monster Wrote Me a Letter 
Reading - Tuesday



Fold the Paper in half and ask a family member to read out these Red Flag Words.  

1 
 
2.  
 
3. 
 
4.   
 
Unfold the paper and check to see 
how you went?  
 
 

Reading - Thursday

Red Flag Words



Friday Reading 18th 
 
Read or Share your favourite book!  
 
What is it called? 
 
Why is it your favourite?  
 
Who are the characters?  
 
What is the problem in the story?  
 
What is it about?  
 



OPEN SYLLABLES
An ends with a 

that says its name!  

(mark it with a macron)

tr ch b
w st m
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CLOSED SYLLABLES
A ends with a 

consonant and has one 
!  

(mark it with a breve)

qu t ch p d sk
sl b tr st f lm

© The Owl Teach



MAGIC E SYLLABLES
A has a vowel + 
consonant + magic e pattern.  The 

is silent, but it jumps over 
the consonant to make the 

previous vowel long.  

© The Owl Teach

t c

j th wr



© The Owl Teach

E
I kite

key

Y

Kyle

K takes Y, I, and E…
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C takes the other 3!

cat
cot
cut



THE MAGIC E RULE
The final e is silent in a vowel-consonant-
e syllable.  The magic e at the end of the 
word makes the vowel before it long, or 

makes the vowel say its name!

cape grade
eve theme
rode slope
kite slide
rude cube

© The Owl Teach



Gentle Cindy
If a C or a G is followed by e, i, or y, 

the g or c will say its soft sound.  
C will say “s” and G will say “j”.

Gentle Cindy can help to remember this rule!

© The Owl Teach

e e
i
y

c

c
c

c
g

g cg
g “I EAT 

YOGURT!”



the final , , or at 
the , 

immediately following  
.  

stă smĕ gră fŭ

drĭ stŭ lŏ

© The Owl Teach

THE FLOSS RULE



Use to spell “k” at the 
, immediately 

following .  
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THE “K” RULE

Use to spell “k” at the end of a 
word following a , a 

, or .

stă clŏ dĕ sĭ

tus bā e spoo



Use to spell “k” at 
the 

, 
immediately following 

.  
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THE “K” RULE

clŏ sĭ

stă dĕ plŭ



Use - to spell “ch” at the 
, immediately 

following .  
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THE “CH” RULE

Use to spell “ch” at the end of a 
word following a or a 

.

că nŏ fĕ clŭ

por ea lun

which  rich  much  such



Use - to spell “ch” at 
the 

, immediately 
following .  

© The Owl Teach

THE “CH” RULE

că
nŏ

fĕ
clŭ

which  rich  much  such



 

 

Maths 

 



 

Maths - Monday



 



 

Maths Tuesday 15th September - Colour in Elmer’s patches – use the addition and subtraction sums to crack the colour code 



Measurement of Time songs – Maths Thursday 17th September 

 

Months of the year 

(Tune – Michael Finnegan) 

 

C  C C C  C  C  C  C     E        g      E  C   

January February March and April 

 

D        D    D  B   D   B   G 

May June July and August 

 

C    C    C     C   C   C    C   E    g       g    E    C    

September October November December 

 

g          F     F        E         D    D    C 

These are the months of the year 

 

Days of the Week  

(Tune – The Addams Family) 

 

G     A    B    C 

Days of the week (click click) 

 

A      B    C#   D 

Days of the week (click click) 

 

A      B    C#   D        A      B    C#   D     

Days of the week, days of the week,  

 

G     A    B    C 

days of the week (click, click) 

 

G            C        E     C      B       A        D 

There’s Sunday and there’s Monday 

 

C          B         D     B       G        G          C 

There’s Tuesday and there’s Wednesday 

 

G            C        E     C      B       A        D 

There’s Thursday and there’s Friday 

 

C        B         G        A    B   C 

And then there’s Saturday 

 

Days of the week (etc. . . . )  

 

Units of time  

(Tune – If you’re happy and you know it) 

 

G          G   C C C C         B    C     D  D 

There are 60 seconds in one minute (clap, clap) 

 

G         G   D D  D  D       C    D     E E       

There are 60 seconds in one minute  (clap, clap) 

 

E         E     F F   A  A        F      F      E E  C  C  

There are 60 seconds, there are 60 seconds, 

 

  E        E   D D   B    B    A  B     C  C 

there are 60 seconds in one minute (clap, clap) 

 

There are 60 minutes in one hour . .  

There are 24 hours in one day . . .  

There are seven days in one week . . .  

 

g 



 

Specialist 

 



 

 

STRIKING- FOREHAND & TWO HANDED STRIKE (optional) 

This week we are working on the forehand strike.  A forehand strike is a one handed strike like what we use in Tennis.  For those 

that would like to take on the challenge (as it is typically a grade 1/2 and above skill), I have included activities where you can 

also try the two handed strike. The two handed strike is like what we use when hitting in baseball or softball. 

EQUIPMENT NEEDED: 

 A bat or racquet that you can hit with.  It may even be an empty plastic bottle, rolled up newspaper, or just your hand 

 A tee (stand) to place the ball onto so it can be hit e.g. cardboard box with plastic cup sitting on top to place ball on 

 Markers to use to create target zones e.g. empty bottles, clothing, toys etc. 

 A ball (e.g. tennis ball or medium sized ball) you can hit.  It can also be a pair of rolled socks, scrunched up newspaper 

or balloon 

 

Here are some teaching tips for each of the skills 

Forehand Strike 

 

 

Two Handed strike 

 

 

 

 

ACTIVITY 1 –Exploring the strike (Forehand strike) 

Steps: 

 Warm up:  Using one hand, try and tap the balloon in the air as many times as possible.   

 For the next part of the activity you can continue using the balloon or find a soft ball or pair of socks/newspaper ball and an 

open space to practice in.  Balloon would be the easiest option. 

 Put one arm out straight and hold the ball/balloon out in front of you with one hand. Have your other hand out to your side 

with your hand flat like a bat. Let the balloon/ball go and try to hit it with your other hand (use your palm) – practice 

watching the ball when you let go and hit it, and following through so your hand goes over your sholder after you have hit 

the ball. 

 

 



 

ACTIVITY 2 – Off the tee (Forehand & 2 hand strike) 

Steps: 

 Find something to make a tee/stand which is about waist height (e.g. cardboard box with a plastic cup on top) – you will 

put a ball on top of this box and cup). Get a ball and something to use as a bat/racquet (your hand, rolled up newspaper, 

empty plastic bottle) 

 Stand side on to your tee, hold your bat with a straight arm so it just reaches the ball and then bring it behind your 

shoulder. Practice watching the ball, and swinging through the ball. 

 Try and strike the ball off the tee 5 times using a forehand strike 

 Optional challenge- Hold on to your bat/racquet with two hands and strike the ball off the Tee using a two handed strike 

 If you have another family member who can join you, have one person striking and the other fielding and then swap roles 

 

ACTIVITY 3 – Target striking 

Steps: 

 Set up some targets for you to aim at when striking the ball.  I suggest putting some markers on the ground (3-4 metres 

apart) and depending on how close they are and wide you make them, award points (e.g. 5 points, 3 points etc.) for hitting 

the ball through the target.  The targets that are narrower and further away would typically be worth more points. 

 You may like to have 5 hits using the forehand strike and see how many points you can score.  Optional challenge:  You can 

even repeat your hits using the two handed strike. 

  You may even challenge someone else to see who can score the most points 

 

Activity 4- GAME 

Steps 

 You will need two or more players. 

 One player strikes the ball off the tee using either a forehand strike or two handed strike (optional challenge) 

 After striking the ball they then run around two cones placed 3-4 meters apart and to the side of the tee.  Each time they 

get around a cone, they score a run.   

 The other player/s are fielders.  After the batter strikes the ball and begins running, they must field the ball and get it back 

on to the tee as quickly as possible and then call out ‘STOP’ 

 The batter takes note of how many runs they scored and a new batter takes their turn. 

 

Activity 5- OPTIONAL ACTIVITY 

Steps  

 Hang a ball attached to a string from the clothesline, tree branch etc. so the ball is at about waist height.  If attaching 

the ball is an issue, you can place the ball in an old pair of stockings legs and then tie the stocking to the string. 

 Using your hand or a bat practice hitting the ball using a forehand and or two-handed strike (optional challenge). 

 If using a forehand strike it may even swing back and forth for you so you can strike the ball each time it swings back. 

 How many hits in a row can you do? 
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